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ABSTRACT 

A theoretical investigation of laminar premiXed flame 
quenching ia carried out. Two orientatiou iD which a flame 
may contact a cold wall are compared and contrasted by 
110lving the COIUielV&tion equations of mus, energy, and 
species utilizing & finite difference methodology. A one-step 
mech&Dism is used to specify the reaction rates. A simple 
analytical model, which is iD qualitative agreement with the 
numerical results, ia also presented. The results show that 
the heat transfer histories for one and two dimeDBional lam
inar flame quenching are similar. 

NOMENCLATURE 

a. 1 fuel reaction order 

6o oxygen rea.ction order 

c, specific heat capacity 

· D mus diffuaivity 

E. activation energy 

la0 enthalpy of formation 

H height of computational domain 

H c heating value of fuel 

H • Hea'riside step function 

k thermal conductivity 

l 1 flame length 

L length of computational domain 

Le Lewis number a/D 

N number of species 

1 

P pressure 

9 Qfp 

Q analytic model heat release rate value 

R gaa coutant 

S,. laminar flame speed 

t time 

T temperature 

u velocity parallel to the wall 

o -velocity perpendicular to the waD 

W molecular weight 

z spatial coordinate parallel to waD 

X dimensionless coordinate zflr 

r spatial .coordinate perpendicular to wall 

Y species mus fra.ction 

Z dimensionless coordinate r/lr 

Greek 

a thermal dift"usivity 

{J constant approximating p~ a 

.p mus coordinate 

p gaa density 

8 nondimensional temperature 

r time coordinate 

"' reaction rate 

Subecripta 

6 burnt 



I fael 

Ia homogeneous 

o obeervedfreference 

p particular 

9 quench 

• ub1lntt 

w wall 

INTRODUCTION 

j 

The interaction of reading gases with nonreacting, imper
meable surfaces has both fundamental and practical signif
icaDce. Fundamentally, the coupling of heat tran.sfer pro
cesses with temperature !leDBitive chemical reactions ia com
plex and poorly understood. Yet, many industries a.re de
pendent on the nature of these interactioJUI; furnace, com
bu.stor, automotive, semiconductor and optical fiber tech
nologies represent notable examples. 

A number of pertinent studies on reacting-gas heat 
tr&ll8fer have been ca.rried out. Much of the work has pri
marily focused on modeling global properties of the geom
etry, flow field, and heat transfer. For most practical prob
lema, flame quencJains oc:cun on length scales fa.r smaller 
than the characteristic dimensions of the system. Specifi
cally, even at 1 a.tm, quenching phenomena. typically have 
lea.ph acales leaa than 500 micrometers; this is often below 
the grid resolution of many global finite cilll'erence calcula.
tiou. There are many applications where the fta.me quench
ing proc:esa significaDtly dects the global phenomena, sys
tem parameters, and performance; consequently, farther in-

. vestiga.tion of the fta.me-wall interaction is required. 
Flame quenching is experimentally investigated in ei

ther a two-sided (wall) or a. single-aided (wall) configuration. 
In t~sided flame quenching studies, a. quench distance is 
defined in terms of a minimum diameter channel through 
which a ftame can propagate. This process is generally con
sidered to be thermal in nature. The other configuration 
couidered is single-sided ftame quenching. This coJUititutea 
cues where a flame is eft'ectively only in contact with a single 
wall. The mech&Diama controlling this process are leas well 
udentood. There a.re a number of possible orientations 
that a fta.me C&D quench on a single wall. Limiting cases 
that have been investisated are a planar flame stagnating 
on a. parallel wall (hea.d-011 quenching) and a fta.me sweeping 
over a perpendicular wall (side-wall quenching) (see Fig
ure 1). Side-wall sweeping quenching has been primarily 
investisated as a two dimensional problem, while head-on 
atagnation quenching has been treated as a one dimensional 
problem. 

A notable early numerical investigation of two
dimen.eional flame quenching was made by von Karman and 
Millan (1952}. An integral method was used to track a 
"critical" ignition isotherm ·for the reacting gases above a 
cold wall. Reactions were followed by using a progress vari
able, corresponding to a reactant mass fraction. An infinite 
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STAOHATlON SIDEWALL 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of quenching orientations: 
stagnation and sidewall. 

Lewis number assumption was made and cilll'usion of ~he 
reactants was neglected. This assumption tends to overpre
dict the reactant mass fraction doWD.Stream of the fta.me. 
Their work continues to influence thermal investigatioJUI of 
quenching; e.g. Aly and Hermance's (1981) study ohwo di
meJUiional quenching is simila.r to that of von Karman and 
Millan. They solve the species and energy equationa within 
a. channel with the Lewis number, Le, a.a a. parameter; voa 
Karman and Millan present results for an infinite Le. In 
studying the thermal a.specta of flame propagation in a. chan
nel, they found that flame extinction occurred for ch&DDel 
wid~ha below a critical value. In both of these studies there 
is no discussion of the efFects of a. tranaverae velocity on the 
results. Carrier et al.(1980) studied the channel and the 
one-sided quenching problem using a formulation quite sim
ilar to Aly and Hermance (1981). However, they utilize an 
Oseen type approximation to model the convective terms in 
the conservation equationa. A "Blasius function" is ued to 
determine the velocity distribution everywhere and an eigen
value problem is poeed to aa.tiafy mass conservation. Blint 
and Bechtel (1982} solve the energy, species and momentum 
equations for a ftame near a cold moving wall. Their study 
wa.a directed towards evaluating the efFects of. the relative 
!elocity between the ga.a and the wall on the amollllt of un
burned hydroarbona (UHC's) in the quench region. They 
found that the level of UHC's in the quench zone wu quite 
inaenaitive to the relative veloci~y. Their numerical results 
for the temperature and species profiles were consi.stent with 
their experimental findings. 

There are a larger number ofr-numerical investigatioJUI 
of one dimensional flame quenching than there a.re of two 
dimensional quenching. unlike two diinensional studies, 
where heat tran.sfer results are rarely presented, one dimen
sional studies often consider heat transfer issues. However, 
even in the one dimensional studies, the heat tran.sfer is 
typically a aeconda.ry result. To date, the primary focus of 
most one and two dimensional studies has been on the con
sumption ofUHC's in the quench layer. These investigationa 
cover a. range of chemical mechanism complexity. The range 
of approximations extends from an integral method using 
an ignition temperature chemistry mechanism (Huang et a.l. 
(1986)) to a finite dUf'erence formulation with a. full chemical 



kiDetica mecha.niam (Westbrook ei al. (1981)). 

In a one dimeuionalstudy, Kurkov ,and Mirsky (1968) 
eolve for the UHC distribution in the quench layer and &leo 
provide results for the heat ilux as a function of the Lewis 
number and a dimeuionleas activation energy. They uti
lized a single step reaction mechanism to describe the chem
istry, i.e. a thermal specification. Bush, Fendell and Fink 
(1980) solve a similar system of equationa u Kurkov and 
Mirsky (1968) but couider the effects of various boundary 
thermal conatraints on the quenching process. Previously, 
few studies had considered the effects of wall temperature on 
the heat tra.nafer aspects of flame quenching. "In varying the 
wall temperature with respect to the gas temperature, they 
found that the heat flux from the gas to the wall increased 
with respect to the (nondimensional) wall temperature until 
a critical value of the (noncfunensional) wall temperature is 
reached. This value appears to correspond to the (nondi
men.aional} temperature at which the wall may ignite the 
unbumed gas near it. Above this temperature, the wall 
heat ilux from the gas to the wall decreases with increasing 
wall temperature. l88hiki and Nishiwa.ki (1974) investigated 
head-on (one dimensional) ilame-quenching heat transfer us
ing ·an approximate analytical model. They descnbed the 
lame quenching proceM in terms of a reactive heating period 
followed by a dift'usive cooling period. Much of the physics 
of one dimeuional thermal quenching is contained in their 
model. Kiehne et al.(1986,1987) investigate ilame quenching 
uiq both reduced and faD chemical kinetica mechanisms. ' · 
They concluded that some features of quenching , e.g. the 
evolution of intermediate hydrocarbons, are not adequately 
modeled by many reduced and single step kinetics mecha.-

. nisms. They do note, however, that reduced mechanisms 
may be able to determine global features of the quenching 
process such as the rate of fuel conaumption. It is unclear 
whether the heat ilux is primarily related to the disappear
ance of the fuel species. Several studies have generally been 
successful in uain& single step mechanisms to model exper
imentally determined ilame quenching heat transfer results 
(Vosen et. al {1984), Huang et. al (1986), and Lu et al. 
{1990)). However, at high wall temperatures it was showu 
by Ezekoye et. al {1992) that an analysis similar in approach 
and resul.ts to Bush et. al {1980) did not agree with their 
experimental datL It was found that the experimental peak 
heat ilux decreaaec:l with respect to increases of the wall tem
perature which disagreed with the computational results. It 
is emphasized that at a wall temperature of 300K, there was 
good agreement between the experimental and numerical re
sults over a range of equivalence ratios. 

A study of one and two dimensional ilame quenching is 
presented in this work. It is generally felt that although the 
?ne ~ensional quenching orientation is only one of many, 
1t retams most of the physical phenomena arising in more 
general configurations (Bush et. al. (1980)). However, to 
the authors' knowledge there has yet to be presented a com.,. 
parative study, computational or analytic, of head-on and 
sweeping ilame quenching. In the present study, a simula.-
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tion of one and two dimensional quenching is made· and the 
results for the heat transfer are compared for similar con
ditiona. The one dimensional analysis of laahiki and Nishi
wa.ki (1974 )is reformulated u a two ~euional problem 
to demonatrate the.conditions under which one and two di
menaional quenching are similar. 

ONE DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

Head-on or planar flame quenching may be modeled by aolv
ing the one dimensional conservation equatioJ!.S for mUll, 
species, and energy: 

ap + a(P") = o (1) 
at a, 

aYi aYi a a'Yi 
P7if + P"T, = a, (pDi a. ) - tDi (2) 

fJT fJT a fJT No 
pc, ·at + P"c, a, = a, (t a,}- L Ai tDi (3) 

.... t 

The transient preMure term is neglected in the energy equa.
tion because measurements have showu that the preasUle 
does not vary significa.ntly during the fast quenching event 
(of order Dilllisecond duration). The foDowing usumptiou 
are made: · 

1. species diffiulion is by Fick's law 

2. radiative heat transfer is negligible 

3. the reaction is one-step and irreversible (specified by the 
fuel species) 

4. the binarY mUll dift'usivities of all species are equal 

5. the specific heats of the constituent species are conata.nt 
and equal. 

-The &~~~umption relating to negligible radiative tra.ufer i8 
based on the experimental scenario which wu modeled. A 
premixed propane-air ilame quenched at nearlJ atmc.pheric 
pressure. In order to consider near atmo.plaeric ..-vee. 
the flame kernel was generally leas than 30 milimeter in 
diameter at the time of quenching. A mua beaaa leDgth 
radiative analysis for such conditions indicates tlaat dae ra.
dia.tive flux from the flame to the wall is lea tlau 3% of the 
conductive }088e8. The momentum equation is reduced to 
J.Pfdz = 0 for the low Mach number process. The equation 
of state is the ideal gas equation written u 

N I 

P = pKI' 2: Yi/Wi (4) 

i:al 

The reaction rate is specified from Westbrook and Dryer 
(1981) a.nd is of the form: 

tDf = A(pY1 )0 1(pYo)11
" exp (-;;..) 

As in Ramos (1987), the governing equationa are tru. 
formed from the space coordinate, r, to a mUll coordinate 

1\.',, "I 
~, .• 

?: ... J 



system, f/J, by use of the von Mi.ses transformation. Tra.n.&
forma,iou p = a.p I a, I ' = r I and P" = -of/~ I at are ued 
w a&tisfy the mass conaervation equation; the energy and 
species equa,iou are converted to diffusion equations of the 
form 

BY1 fJ (j2yl w I 
or = Le a.p2 - p 
aT= {JQ2T +Hew! 
or of/J2 p 

f/J=O; T(f/J=O,t)=T..,; oY1fof/1=0 
f/J - oc; EJ'I'fof/J = 0; oYJfo.P = 0 

(5) 

(6) 

At 'he initial time, a temperature profile is specified to be 
equal 'o 'he wall temperature for the majority of the un
burn' gas region and equal to the burnt gas temperature at 
the edge of 'he computational domain. Though the math
ematical problem ia specified to occur over an infinite de> 
main, it ia possible 'o chooee a sufficiently long comput~ 
'ional domain over which disturbances at the ·wall do not 
aft'ect the quenching results to model the infinite domain 
problem. The product p2a ia simplified to be the constant 
/J. The Lewis number,Le, is defined to be the ratio of the 
thermal dift'usivi,y, a, to 'he mass cillfwrivity, D. The wall ia 
considered w be isothermal, impermeable and noncatalf'ic. 

The goveming conaervation equations are solved by u
iDg an implicit finite difference method. Temporal deri~ 
tives are approximated by a backwards difference form.ulL 
Spatial derivatives are approximated by a central difference 
formulation. The nonlinear source terms are treated by u
iDg a Picard iteration formulation. The algebraic sys,em of 
equations a.re solved by ui.ng a tridiagonal matrix solver to 
advance 'he solution in time. 

TWO DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

The two dimensional sidewall quenching model presented ia 
a varian' of the original model developed by von Karman 
and Millan (1952). A flame ia assumed to move at an o~ 
served veloci'y •o; a fixed reference frame with respect to 
the flame ia specified, z' = z - • 0 t. The veloci,ies of the UD

burnt and burnt gases relative to the flame are "•- •o and 
•o- ••• respectively. The difference between the unburnt 
gas velocity, •• and the observed flame velocity, u0 , ia the 
laminar flame speed, s.; where- s. ia specified by the rate of 
chemical reaction wi'hiD the fl&lile. In 'he 'ransformed ref
erence frame, 'ra.nsien' etfecta are usumed to be negligible. 
h ia also assumed tha' 'lie b&Jisvene velocity component, 
v, ia small relative to the axU.l veloci'y component, •· The 
couervation equatiou for quasi-steady flame propl.!ation 
iD two dimensions are: 

P" = con..tant (7) 

aY1 a oY1 a aY1 pa- = -pD- + -pD- -w1 
0% az 0% a, a, . 

aT a aT a aT 
pac11 - = -i- + -k- + HctDf ax az ax a11 a, 

4 

The standard assumptions presented ·in the previoua sedion 
are alao incorporated in the development of the above equ~ 
tiona and the ideal gas equation ia again uaed to specify the 
state equation. 

The boundary conditions are specified aa: 

%--00: T=T.: Y1 = Yf,o 
z-oo: aT fox= o: aY1fox = o 
r= o: T=T.., =T.; aY1for = o 
r=H: aT for= o; aY1tar = o 

The computational domain is a. channel of sufficent width 
{2H) th&t an one dimensional flame propagates through 
much of the channel; lame cu"ature due 'o wall eft'ecta 
is thus confined to a small portion of the wall. The center
line, r = H, ia at a value of H = 1.9 em. The quenching 
region is typically confined to a region of thickness 1 m..m. 
The gas velocity is determined by integrating the species 
conservation equation over the computational domain. The 
length of the computational domain was chosen such that 
the Neuman boundary conditions in the burnt gu regions 
were reasonable. The leng'h of the ch&DDel, L, wu set to 
1.96 em. The result after u'ilizing the boundary conditiou, 
ia: 

J: J0
8 

w1drdz 
P" =~H.---_...:.~=----~--:-::--
. fo [Yt(~ = o, r)- Y,(~ = ·L, r)]clr 

It should be noted 'hat the mua coue"ation require
ment (i.e. P" = constant) ia met in thia specification by 
letting the sbeamwiae velocity component, a, accomodate 
the heat release expansion effects. The result is that • ia 
a function of the transverse coordinate, r, through the de
pendence of p on ,. Unlike 'he transient one dimensional 
simulation in which the cold-boundary difficulty ia not an 
issue, for the quasi-steady two dimensional simulation, an 
igni,ion iemperature ia required in the specification of the 
reaction rate. This stems from the fact that over a long 
enough time or distance, even the relatively small cold gas 
reactant rates will have had sufticient time to couume 'he 
reactants. It hu been shown, W'illiama (1981}, that the 
problem specification of flame propagation in an infinite d~ 
main ia mathematically m posed. Consequently, a minimum 
temperature (ignition temperature) ia specified below which 
reactions ue precluded from occuring. Algebraic represen
tations of the conservation equations are developed ui.ng 
a finite volume formulation. The nonlinear source ~rms 
~e Picard linearized. Due to the different length scales 
present in thia quenching process, a non-uniform comput~ 
tional mesh ia ued to resolve the varioua length scales; the 

. computational mesh ia 55 x 500 with lOpm being the small- <:.t 
est grid dimension. An Alternate Difference Implicit (ADI) ' 
method wu used to solve the system of equatiou. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Simulatiou of flames are 'ypically appraised by their abil
ity to predict quantities such u the lame speed and the 
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Figure 2: Transient 1-D (head-on) temperature profiles 
before, during, and after quenching: (computational re
sult) 

adiabatic flame temperature. The adiabatic flame tempera.
t1ll'e8, (2373K and 2372K) for the one and two dimensional 
e&lculationa, respectively, are in good agreement with the 
value (2396K) calc:ul&ted using the equilibrium chemistry 
code STANJAN (Reynolda (1986)). ne calculated lame. 
speed., 35 em/a and 33cm/a for the one and two dimen
sional calculations respectively, are in reaaonable agreement 
with the experimentally determined value {38 cmjiw.c) of 
Metghalchi and Keck {1980) for a stoichiometric propane-air 
lame. One of the difficulties in analyzing flame quenching, 
aa compared to steady lame propagation, is its transient 
nature. The lame speed, or the rate of reaction, is not. 
conatant during quenching and is quite sensitive to small 
changes in the quenching environment. Thua, the criteria 
for evaluating the accuracy of a quenching simulation are 
typically more stringent than those for an equivalent steady 
flame problem. · 

The· transient temperature profiles for the one dimen
sional quenching simulation are showu in Figure 2. The 
initi&Ily, steadily propagating flame comes in contact with 
the impermeable w&ll. ne flame heats the unburnt gas near 
the waD until reactiona occur, and simultaneoualy loses heat 
to the wall. The loeaea to' the wall conatitute an enthalpy 
deficit and the adiabatic flame temperature drops. The re
action rate ia nonlinearly dependent on the hot gas temper
ature and decreases. ne nonlinear coupling between the 
decreuing burnt gas temperature and the decreasing avail
able heat release rate (reaction rate) quenches the flame. 
The above deacription ia for a Le greater than or equal to 
one; for this condition, the quenching process is thermally 
controlled. In this study isotherms are used to identify the 
flame, aa compared to reaction rates, for ease in comparison 
with the works of Westbrook {1981) and Kiehne {1987). 

_The isotherms from the two dimensional quenching sim
ulation are ahowu in Figure 3. ~ with the one dimensional 
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. Figure 3: Steady 2-D (side,all sweeping) isotherms in 
the near wall region:. ( c6mputational result) 

quenching , it is &BBumed that thermal processes limit the 
extent to which reactio'iu. can occur near tile cold wall. In 
increasing the dimensionality of the quenching model from 
one to two, an additional cllifuaion term ia introduced into 
the energy and species equtiona (Equation 7)~ The increue 
in the number of terms in the conservation equationa tenda 
to obecure any similarities in the physics of one ·and two 
dimeuional quenching. A simple model of one and two 
dimeuional quenching ia developed to consider where simi
larities between the two proceaaea occur. 

IBIIhiki and Niahiwaki (1974) studied head-on (one di
mensional) quenching by modeling the heat source u a lin
ear combination of step functions. The energy equation ia 

where H.(l) ia the Heaviside step function, and t9 ia a 
quenching time which is scaled from the flame thicknesa.IJ, 
and the laminar flame speed, s.; it ia given by lt/S •. The 
equation ia transformed to & maaa coordinate system: 

The quantity, q, ia &BBumed to be a constant value for a pre
scribed length/time, scaled as the flame length, and ia zero 
elsewhere. The reaction region, 'l :F 0, propagates towarda 
an initially cold wall and then extinguishes on the wall after 
a time interval that ia scaled by the ftame length and the 
adiabatic flame speed. Iaahiki and Niahiwaki present the 
following result for the heat tr&llBfer during the quenching 
period: 

(10) 

In determining the solution above, laahiki and Nishiwaki 
found that the initial temJ}erature profile in the gas adjacent 



to the wall did not significu.tly affect the heat tr&DBfer to 
the wall u much u the hea.t release rate, q, did. Thus, 

· the gu adjacent to the wall waa aaaumed to be at the wall 
temperature. 

In the period following quenching (source of£), i.e. the 
conduction dominated period where the hot gaa adjacent to 
the wall ia ·cooled, they approximately determine the heat 
flux:to the wall to be 

_ 2q J koPotq ( 4t ) ..r ([f)' fur-- --exp - euc -
r Cp rt., rt., 

(11) 

In the following discuarrion, a simplified model for two 
dimensional quenching will be solved and compared to the 
calculated quenching predictions as well as to equations 
(10,11). Quenching along a side wall may be studied by as
suming that the heat conduction perpendicular to the wall 
ia much greater than the conduction parallel to the wall. 
Referring to Equation (7) thia yields 

pucp:: = :, ( k:) + HelM 1 (12) 

The boundary conditions for this equation are specified as: 

z=O: 
. r=O: 
r-oo: 

T::T,. 
T=T., =T,. 
aT fa,= o 

Using the following expressions and nondimensional quan
tities: 

pS., = constant 

pS,.cp(T•- T,.) = Hc~Mfll 
X= z/lt l1 = afS,. 
Z = r/l1 8 = (T- T,.)f(T•- T,.) 

Equation (12) becomes, 

a1 /PI ax= az2 + n.(X)- n.(x -1) (13) 

Here the source term, Hc'IIJ, has been specified &I a lin
ear combination of step functions aa noted previoualy ( cf. 
Eq.(8)). A schematic diagram of the proposed interaction 
ia shown in Figure 4. A source that ia constant over a flame 
thickness and zero outside, tr&DBlates along a cold wa.ll. By 
the nature of the formulation, it is expected that the wall 
heat flux profile will be consistent with the results of 1&
shiki and Nishiw&ki (1974). However, it ia also of interest to 
investigate the behavior of the temperature isotherms near 
the cold wall. The asymptotic solution for Equation (13) u 
Z - oo conesponda to a one dimensional flame propagating 
far from the wall &nd ia given by 

ifX$1. 
ifX~l. 

. (14) 

The aaaumptions for the source term result in a linear tem
perature distribution in the reacting zone far from the wa.ll. 
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of analytically poeed 
problem. 

There, the temperature is aaaumed to increase from the un
bumt gas temperature to the flame temperature. Using 
Laplace trusform techniques, the solution, s,., to the re8ult
ing homogeneous equation (after subtracting the aaymptotic 
solution, Boo ) ia found to be 

911 = 1x [H.(X- 1) -1]erfc (
2
../Xz- x') dX' (15) 

The complete solution is given by 

S(X, Z) =Boo + s,. 
&nd the dimensionless waD heat flux is given by 

{ 
y'X ifX<l. 

q..,(X, Z = 0) = y'X _ . .;x-=I if X~ 1. (16) 

The values ofthe properties are evaluated at 1300K, which 
ia the average of the unburnt (300K) and the burnt (2300K) 
gas temperatures. The flame length using the scaling def
inition, l1 = afS., at 1300K, ia 600 micrometers, a rea.
sonable experimental value. It ia .seen that the two dimen
sional numerical results (Figure 3) are qualitatively simi
lar to the two dimensional &nalytical result. (Figure 5.). 

-All of the isotherms reach minimum values aa the inte
gral of the heat release rate approaches ita maximum value. 
Subsequently, the isotherms move away from the waD u 
conduction-controlled cooling of the adjacent hot-gaa layer 
occurs. 

'·' 

The result. of the analytical study do not suggest that 
a.xia.l conduction plays a small role in the two dimensional 
quenching process. In fact, it should be noted that the &D

alytical model implicitly maintaiu the features of a one di-1 

menaional flame far from the wall (through the particular 
solution) where axial conduction defines the flame character. 'l 
Thus, the similarities between the two dimensional numer
ical and analytical solutions imply that axial conduction is 'J 

primarily responsible for maintaining the one dimensional 'i 
flame structure far from the wall and transverse conduction ~ 
is responsible for the flame curvature and heat transfer near 
the wall. 

Since the two dimensional numerical reaulta are (qual
itatively) similar to the two dimensional analytical results 
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Figure 5: Temperature profiles· predicted by simplified 
analytical model 

· Figure 6: Comparison of heat flux expression of Isshiki 
and Nishiwaki with 2D analytical expression 

ud the one and two dimensional analytical results are func
tionally llimilar, it ia argued that under circumatanceli where 
the ecaling law, t = sJS,.,ued to convert the one dimen
sional analytical equation to a two dimeDSional form ia valid, 
the heat tr&Dafer result. of one and two dimeDSional quench
ing are the aa.m.e. The heat lux profiles from Iuhiki and 

. Niahiwa.ki's (1974) reaulta (equations 10 and 11) are com
pared to the two dimensional hea.t flux resul,ts from equation 
15 (cf. Figure 6). When both profiles are ecaled by tbeir 
respective maximum fluxes, the· resulting profiles are in ex
cellent agreement. There ia a. fa.ctor of three difference in 
the values of the dimensional maximum fluxes because the 
two dimensional ualytic results are based on mean property 
valuei while laahiki's results are based on variable property 
values. The heat tra.nsfer profile along the wall ia presented 
in Figure 1 for the two dimeDSional numerical calculations. 
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Figure 7: Beat flux profile along the wall: (comput~ 
tiona! results). 

Ahead of the flame, there .ia little intera.ction and the flux 
from the gas to the wall ia zero. At a location on the wall co
inciding with the axial position of the plana.r .. flame (fa.r from 
the wall) sweeping past the wall, the wall heat flux suddenly 
riaes. In the downstream region (post re&dion zone) the wall 
cools the hot adjacent gases and the heat flux decreues. A 
comparison can be made between the two dimensional ud 
one dimensional heat flux profiles if an observed flame veloc
ity ia known. Recall that the quasi-steady two dimensional 
quenching model (equation (7) ) ia formulated with an u
sumption that the reference frame chosen moves with the 
observed flame velocity. However, during lame quenching, 
the observed flame velocity may vary and take on a num
ber of values. The observed flame velocity values for two 
limiting conditions are specified: flame expansion into the 
unbumt gu zone and flame exp&Daion into the burnt gu 
zone. In general, a flame will propagate with an obeerved 
velocity, •o· The burnt gu behind the flame moves with a 
velocity •• and the unburnt gu ahead of the flame moves 
at a velocity ••· The flame may be studied in a steady ref
erence frame by subtrading ita obeerved velocity from all 
other velocities. A property of laminar flame propagation ia 
that •o-•• = S,.. Thus, when a flame is propagating into a 
quiescent medium (•,. = 0), the observed flame velocity will 
be the laminar flame speed. The gas expansion necessary to 
satisfy mau conservation is directed towards the burnt gas 
region. However, if the burnt gu is constrained to be effec
tively stationary (•• = 0), the flame must expand into the 
unburnt gu. In this cue, the obse"ed flame velocity can 
be shown to be p,.S./ P•· These two values of tbe observed 
velocity, S,. and p,.S,.f P• will be used to relate the distance ' 
along the wall to time by t = z /•o· In Figure 8 the heat 
flux profile for the one dimensional unsteady calculation ia 
compared to the profiles from the two dimensional calcu
lation with •o = s. ud p,.S./ P•· It is seen that for two 
dimensional quenching with expaDSion towarda the unbumt 
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Figure 8: Heat flux profiles for 10 and 20 (expansion 
to unburned and burned gas regions) quenching. 

gu, the time to reach the maximum heat fiux is cloeer to 
the result of the one dimensional calculation t.ha.n to the re
sult for exp&DSion t.owarda the burnt gas. It is also noted 
that the values of the muimum heat fiux for one a.nd two 
dimensional quenching differ by leu tha.n 10%. 

The eft"ect of the Lewis number,Le, on the maximum 
heat flux is considered for both head-on a.nd &weeping 
quenching. In one dimensional or head-on quenching, in~ 
creues in Le correspond t.o increa.aea in the (residual) reac
tant& existing after quenching has occurred; i.e. the quench
ing is limited by thermal effect&, in contrast to apecies de
pletion effect.a. Also with increasing Le, the fiame is thinner 
and more reactants are present in the high temperature re
gion, implying a higher heat release rate a.nd higher fiame 
speed. Accordingly, the maximum heat fiux from the fiame 
t.o the wall during quenching increases with increaaing Le. 
For two dimeturional or &weeping quenching, increues in the 
Le correspond t.o a thinner one dimenaional ftame far from 
the wall and alao t.o an increased reaction rate; u iB ex
pected, the wall heat flux increues. Figure 9 ahowa the two 
dimeturional quenching isotherm& for Lewis numben of .5 
and 2. The one dimensional flame iB thinner in the Le = 2 
calculation than in the Le = .5 calculation. For the Le = .5 
calculation, the higher temperature iaotherma do not ap
proach the wall .u cloaely u for the Le = 2 calculation. 
Alao for Le = .5 the high temperature iaotherma do not 
retreat from the wall u rapidly u they do for the higher 
Lewis number calculation. The variation of the maximum 
wall heat flux with respect t.o Le iB ahown in Figure 10 for 
the one and two dimensional Bimulationa. For both cues, 
the maximum ftux incre~ with respect toLe. However, 
it iB aeen that for one dimensional quenching, the wall heat.
fiux increases more rapidly with respect to Le than for two 
dimensional quenching. It is pOSBible that the heat flux for 
one dimensional quenching iB more aenaitive to the apecies 
profiles than for two dimensional quenching. The difference 
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Figur~ 9: 20 quenching isotherms for Lewis number .5 
(top) and 2. (bottom). 
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Figure 10: Variation of the maximum wall heat flux 
with Lewis number for 1 and 20 quenching. 
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in the heat flux dependence on Le may be a.ssociated with 
neglecting the transvene velocity component. It baa been 
&aBumed that the transvene convection is small compared 
to the &Xial convection. However, in the cue of sensitiv
ity to Le, small changes in transverse convection (beat and 
species) could be responsible for the differences in the calcu
lated wall beat fluxes between the one and two dimensional 
simulationa. Near the wall, transverse conv~ion would ac
commodate some of the expansion of the quench layer into 
the flame/reaction zone. h is pouible that this effect be
comes important when the Lewis number is varied. The 
values of Le for common mixtures do not deviate signifi
cantly from unity; the Le was varied over a. wide range to 
gain insight into the quenching process. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental observations of similarities in he~-on and 
sweeping quenching beat fluxes have motivated a theoreti
cal investigation of the phenomena. Simulations of bead-on 
and sweeping quenching were performed. It is shown that 
the heat flux profiles for the two quenching coidigura.tions 
(at the same conditiona) are similar when the flame prop
agates at a rate corresponding to expansion towards the· 
unbumt gaaes. A simple analytic model of two'dimensional 
quenching is shown to successfully predict features of two 
dimenaional quenching that are obtained from a more com
plete numerical simulation. The analytic solution indicates 
that axial conduction is important in maintaining a one di
mensional flame structure away from the wall but is less 
important in determining the temperature profiles and heat 
flux near the wall. The two dimensional solution was com
pared .to a one dimenaional analytic solution (lashilri and 
Nishiwaki (1974)) and the heat flux profiles showed similar 
trends. When the quenching time, t 9 , is related to the ratio 
of the laminar flame thickness and the laminar flame speed, 
l1/S., it is shown that head-on a.nd sweeping quenching 
have similar heat transfer characteristics. The effects of the 
Lewis number on quenching heat transfer were investigated. 
U was shown that one and two dimensional quenching heat 
fluxes have similar trends with respect to changes in the 
Lewis number. It is believed that the transvene velocity 
component may influence tlie beat transfer processes over 
the range of Le examined. 
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